Community Council Minutes—July 2021

In Attendance:
Jen Christensen, MaryAnn Fuhriman, Jane Clayton, Erin Tanner, Jody Matsumori, Melissa Stringham, Rebecca Nadauld, Eric Peterson, Amy Fishler, Meg Thunell, Patty Hession (by phone)

Absent but expressed opinion through email- Philip Vanier, Craig Sudbury

Agenda:

Emergency meeting to discuss this year’s spring musical- In The Heights

People discussed the performance of In the Heights done by Olympus Musical group.

- Concerns-
  o Ethnicity and portrayal of ethnicity
  o Backlash from movie aimed at Lyn Manuel Miranda
  o Discussion on concerns

- Vote on Musical being performed- called for by Jen Christensen- second by M. Fuhriman
  o Unanimous recommendation to not perform the musical
  o Recommendation to still let students perform a musical in its place

Meeting adjourned